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INTRODUCTION

At the present time. mechanisms for explaining reported biological effects following in vivo and in vitro

exposures to extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic and electric fields are unclear. One consequence of this
situation is the uncertainty in determining what characteristics of the field. e.g.. magnitude. frequency content.

polarization. etc.. are the active agents responsible for the reported effects. Therefore characterization of one or
more of these characteristics and how they might relate to human exposure may serve as possible goals of a
research program I.

At yet another level of analysis regarding interactions between ELF fields and biological systems. one might
consider the induced current density and electric fields. or surface electric fields (for the case of electric field

exposure in air) as being important in explaining the reported effects.
Following brief remarks regarding the terminology that describes power frequency and other ELF magnetic

and electric fields. a short survey is given of methods for simulating and measuring in a laboratory setting fields

encountered by humans in the environment. The remainder of the paper will brieny consider a few of the

candidate exposure parameters which might be responsible for reported biological effects. For example. the

possible exposure parameters for animals exposed to electric fields include the surface electric field and induced

(internal) electric field and current density. and the candidate exposure parameters during animal and cell culture
studies with magnetic fields include the induced electric field and current density as well as the alternating and
static magnetic fields.

LINEAR AND CIRCULAR POLARIZATION

While concepts of terms such as magnitude and frequency as they are used to describe magnetic and electric
lields are familiar to many readers. the concept of lield polarization is perhaps less familiar. Magnetic fields

produced by single sources consisting of currents in straight or loops of wire (one or more turns) can be
represented at a point in space by a vector that oscillates in magnitude and direction along a straight line. Such
lields are produced by some grounding systems and electrical appliances and are said to be linearly polarized.
Multiple sources of magnetic fields. in which the currents are out of phase with respect to one another. can also

he represented at a point in space with a vector. In contrast to the case of linear polarization. however. the vector

rotates and in general traces an ellipse. For some conditions. the trace can be approximately a circle. Such fields
are said to be elliptically or circularly polarized. Both types of fields have been used during in vivo and in vitro

bioeffects studies and will be referred to again later in this paper.
Electric fields also can be linearly. elliptically or circularly polarized. The largest most likely encountered

electric fields occur near ground level in the vicinity of power lines. Because the electric fields near ground level
are approximately linearly polarized. such electric fields normally have been used for exposure purposes. Further

discussion of ELF field polarization is provided in the IEEE standard for ELF measurement instrumentation.
IEEE Std 1308-19942.
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PRODUCING ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS FOR EXPOSURE PURPOSES

Electric Fields

Known electric fields for conducting in vivo biocffects studies have typically been produced using parallel

plates energized with high voltage. with test animals nonnally confined in plastic enclosures placed on the hOllom
plate. Issues that may need 10 he resolved include adequate field uniformity over the volume occupied hy the
animals (field non-uniformities of 10% or less have betrn acceptable), proximity effects (shielding) by nearby
animals. adequate spacing of the parallel plates. contamination of the plastic enclosures, and elimination of

corona. Additional discussion of these parameters and characterization of the fields are given in an NBS primer
and the references cited therein.l.

Electric field exposure of cells during in vitro studies is most efficiently implemented by placing the field
generating electrodes in culture medium. Agar barriers are normally placed between the electrodes and the

culture medium where the cells are located. Discussions of in vitro electric field exposure systems and
characterization of fields in culture medium are described in a Bioelectromagnetics journal primer4.

Magnetic Fields

Linearly polarized magnetic fields can be produced with circular or square Helmholtz coils and multiple
rectangular coils (with a common axis). In recent years, rectangular coil systems in a quadrupole arrangememS

and nested 4-coil Merrill coils6 have heen employed to reduce stray magnetic fields reaching the sham exposed
test animals or cells.

Circularly polari/.ed magnetic fields have been produced by tWOcoil systems with their axes orthogonal to
one another. The currents in the two coil systems are made to differ in phase by 90 degrees3. Non-unifonnities
in the field of less than 5% and 10% have been considered acceptable for most in vitro and in vivo exposures.
respectively. However. if a resonance mechanism is being investigated. greater field uniformity may be required.

Modern magnetic field exposure systems that operate under computer control are now commercially
availahle.

INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASURING ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELOS

Electric Field Meters

Three types of electric field meters have heen used to characterize power frequency and other ELF electric
fields: free-body melers. ground rderence meters. and electro-optic meters. Free-hody meters are usually halll'fY

operated. electricall)' isolated from ground potential. and supported in the field at the end of a long insulating rlld
Ground referenced meters arc normally used \"'Ith Ihe prohe or sensor located on grounded surfaces. e.~.. (Ill'
hollol1l plate of a parallel plate exposure system. The underlying physics for measurements with electro oplH':
meters differs from that of free-hody meters, but it is used in a similar fashion. Discussions of the various types
of electric field meters. their principles of operation. calibration procedures, sources of measurement uncertainty.
etc.. are found in the IEEE standard for instrumentation, IEEE Std 1308-19942

Ma~nctic Fields Meters

Magnetic field melers arc available with single- and three-axis coil prohes or sensors. Hux~ale
magnetometers. capahle of measuring the static and ELF magnetic field, are also available with single- and three-
axis sensors. f-urther details of Iheir operation. calihration procedures, sources of measurement uncertainly. ell' .
arc given in the IEEE standard cited ahove2.

ELECTRIC FIELDS IN AIR: SURFACE ELECTRIC FIELDS
AND INDUCED CURRENT DENSITY

Normally. the unperturhed electric field is measured when characterizing exposure. This practice has heen
followed because of the existence of "enhancement factors" (the ratio of the perturhed electric field at the :_urface

of the hody to the unperturbed electric field) which permits the determination of Ihe electric field strength at the
surface of humans7.R. Information is also available, given the unperturbed electric lield. which permils the

determination of the average induced current density over different parls of the hodl. The reader is referred 10

reference R for a graphic illustration of how the surface electric fields and induc.:ed c.:urrent densities Sl'alc across
Iwo animal species and humans. Estimates of the average induced electric field can ne made n)" dividing Ihe

c.:urrcnt density by the average conductivity in the regIOn of the body under consideratulIl Yet another reason for
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rneasurement of the unperlurbed electric field is that exposure limits in several documents have been expressed in
(crrns of the unpcrlurbcd electric field strength 9.10

MAGNETIC FIELDS: INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELDS AND CURRENT DENSITY

Electric Fields and Current Densities in Animals Induced by Magnetic Fields

Electric fields and currents induced by external vertical linearly polarized electric fields (the power line case)
lend to have paths that go from the top of humans and some animal species to the bottom or feet. which are
Iypically in contact with a ground plane (or nearly so). In contrast to this pattern, electric fields and currents

Induced by an external magnetic field. regardless of direction, form closed loops in portions of the body.
Illustrations of this difference can be found in a paper by Miller and Creim" and the references cited therein.

Reference 4 in this paper discusses relations between in vivo and in vitro exposure conditions.

Electric Fields and Current Densities Induced By Magnetic Fields in Cell Culture Media

Electric fields and currents induced in cell cultures are highly dependent on geometrical factors. i.e., the
shape and volume of the culture medium and the direction of the magnetic field with respect to the culture
medium'!. Perhaps the simplest geometry for discussing induced currents or electric fields is that of a vertical
linearly polan/cd magnetic field and culturc medium in a circular dish. The induced electric ficld or current

density vamshes at the center of the dish, Increases linearly as a function of radial distance. and is independent of
cuhure mcdlum depth. This geometry can he used to give cells a range of exposures and also t(l explore the
possibility that an observed biological effect is due to. in part. the induced electric field or is solely a magneticficld effectl'.

Figure I compares current densities Induced along the bottom surface of cell culture media hy linearly and
Circularly pol an zed magnetic fields in the horizontal plane. One of the major differences between the two cases

IS Ihat the induced current density (or electric field) never vanishes as a function of time for the circularly
polarized magnellc ficldl4.
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FiKlln' I 1;1' Indllll'd (lIrrm( sheer oscillales along li'l"lJ dm;cllon for linearly polariled magneric field, (b) Induced cum'llI ~heer rnlarcs
".Ih con,'anl 1II;lgnlllldc f,., circularly polariled magnl'llC field

A rccenl study thaI cxamined electnc fields induced in cell cuhure media by a circularly polan/.ed magnetic
lield In the \/"I"f/(',1Iplaf/e revealed a more complicalcd picture than Figure I. and dcmonstraled Ihat " would be
IIn~ullahk f~1IIn\CSIlgatlng biological effects due 10 induccd electric ficldsl~.

A cOl!1pllcatlon not considercd In the ahove discussions for induction cffects in cuhure mcdia IS the
PrII'lIIlIly effects due to nearby cells as connuence is approached.
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